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Product number: 68252

NFC Card Protector - 90 x 60 mm - NFC Blocker -
5 pieces - black | black

coe-datasheet-sw6.pdf.productInformation

Due to the material property, the shielding aluminum layer, this product is particularly suitable for
protecting NFC credit cards or other NFC cards.

Short description

paper / aluminium, rigid
suitable for metallic / conductive surfaces
size 90 x 60 mm
Indoor and outdoor use
NFC Blocker

Product description

NFC product
This NFC card protection cover consists of GSM cardboard and a shielding aluminium layer. This means
that cards in this protective cover cannot be read by NFC readers. The protective cover itself has a length
of 90 mm and a width of 60 mm. It is therefore suitable for all common NFC cards (e.g. credit cards, EC
cards) and also fits easily into standard wallet compartments. The protective cover is black-metallic on the
outside.

NFC chip
The NFC Credit Card Sleeve does not have an NFC chip itself.
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Product properties

Product number 68252

Available colours grey, black

Material GSM cardboard / aluminium

Detail colour black

Colour category black

Type ID card cover / card holder, NFC Blocker

Dimensions 90 x 60 mm (W x H)
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